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english physicist. thomson, joseph john - digiporta - nachlass-nachweis: kalliope beschreibung:
bruststÃƒÂ¼ck etwas nach links gewandt, kopf en face und leicht seitlich geneigt, blick zum
betrachter, mit stirnglatze, kurzem haar, brille, schnurrbart, linkes riwkhhohfwurq 100 years of the
electron scattering of the ... - in thomson's autobiography, recollections and reflections, he
recounts many stories that illustrate the per- sonalities of the cambridge scientists and
mathematicians select bibliography - link.springer - 332 select bibliography lockyer's atomic
concepts, the following four may be mentioned: j. j. thomson, recollections and reflections
(macmillan, toronto, 1937); j. v. mason papers: selected articles and speeches by sir ... - mason
papers: selected articles and speeches by sir anthony mason ac, kbe, geoffrey lindell (ed), [sydney,
federation press 2007 hardback, al volume iv, serie x, del nuovo cimento - appendix co his
autobiographical recollections and reflections records austerely, but proudly, the lists of his students
who became yellows of the royal society and those who becnme in turn professors of physics in
british universities and throughout the ~orld. a large and distinguished portion of ~he physicists
working today nre pupils once or twice removed of men who were taught by sir j. j ... the collected
works of eugene paul wigner - gbv - the collected works of eugene paul wigner partb historical,
philosophical, and socio-political papers volume vii historical and biographical reflections scientific
books - scienceiencemag - july 2, 1937 forthe students. whenthe apparatus washandedin the
student wouldalso submit a diagram anda report on howhe mastered the problem and what
difficulties on doing oral history - citeseerxtu - examples from a recently completed oral history
project to illustrate how recollections about the past help illuminate aspects of 20th-century cost
accounting history that neither conventional nor critical historians had clearly revealed (tyson 1996).
exerts of the history of mass spectrometry the dutch ms ... - j.j. thomson (1936), recollections
and reflections. g. bell and sons. london p 341. the figures above show the schematic of the first
mass spectrometer, that was able to measure the mass to charge ratio of neon gas ions and their
isotopes. the ion beam was deflected by a parallel electric and magnetic field and detected on a
fluorescent screen showing a parabolic image of the neon ion 20 and ...
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